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Abstract. It is shown that the conditions in the iteration theorem t’or Ll.-languages arc not 
sufhcient to characterize these languages. Therefore the question raised by Reatty [I] can be 
answered negatively. 
1. On satisfying the LL-iteration theorem 
In Beatty [l] the question is raised whether satisfying the conditions of the 
iteration theorem for LL(k) languages is also sufficient to ensure that a language 
is LL(R). In this note it shown that this is not the case. 
Beatty’s iteration theorem for LL(k) languages is a special case of Ogden’s 
Lemma for context-free languages (Ogden [S]). This note is in the tradition of 
several other notes in which it is shown that the conditions in an iteration theorem 
for a certain class of languages are not sufficient to characterize these languages 
(cf. Boasson [Z], Boasson and Horvath [3], Horvath [4], Move [_“;I and Nijholt [7]). 
We start by recalling the LL-Iteration Theorem. The following notation is used. 
Let II be a string over an alphabet Z. The length of u is denoted by /cf/. Let k be 
a non-negative integer. For any u in X*, k : M denotes the prefix of u with length 
k if /rr ( ) k and u otherwise. In a similar way we define the notation u : k for a 
suffix of U. Let L be an LL(k) language, where k is a non-negative integer. There 
exists an integer k. such that given a string w in L and k. or more distinguished 
positions (dp’s) in tv, we may write \V = U’i~t’~u’.~I~qU’~ sL;ch that 
(1) N” f F. 
(2) (a) Either lvl, ~1~ and w3 each contain dp’s or upX, ~1; and :vs <ach contain dp’s. 
(b) ~‘~11 3 ~4 contains at most k. dp’s. 
(3) (a) Let n = Iw1w21 and suppose that w’ is any string in L such that tz +-k : IV’= 
/I + k : tv. Then there is a factorization 1~‘~ W~W$W~W{ of 11” such that 
r 
(i) M’!W;W3 fl (Ni)Ws, 
i-1 
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(iv) WtW;W$ fl (Zli)Wk 
i=l 
are in k for all r Z= 0 and for all strings nr=r (Ui) in which Ui = w4 or Ui = W& 
1 _I= i z$ r. 
(b) Furthermore, if nr-1 (B,) is a catenation of words ~7~ E {w4, w;} such 
that 
ri ii+!, iti,) 
, I 
then u, = ii,, 1 5 i 5 r. 
We want to show that there is a non-LL(k) language L and an integer k. such 
that for any IV EL with k. or more dp’s we can find a factorization ~c’~wzM*~w’~~v~ 
of 1~ such that the conditions ( l), (2) and (3) are satisfied. 
Firstly, we consider the special case with k = 0. Let L = {a, 3)‘. Clearly, since 
any string over (a, h) is in L, we can always find a factorization for k,, = 3 such that 
the three conditions are satisfied. However, L is not an LL(0) language since it 
contains more than one element. 
Next consider the case that k >(I. From Roasson and Horvath[3] we use the 
langna.gc 
wht~-c 2.’ z: {a. h} .and A,, = {tnh 1” 1 u E P} with P a subset of the natural numbers. P 
can always be chosen such that A,,, and therefore L, is not context-free. In [3] it 
has been observed that L is Ogden-like. That is, there exists an integer A-,, (in [3] 
k,, - 4 has been used) such that given a string M* in L and !:;. or more dp’s in N’ we 
may write M* = IV~II’~IV~N’~N’~ such that condition (2) .s satisfied and, moreover, for 
each r 1-0 the string IV~II’ i~~~\~*;tt~~ is in L. We show that for CI:,, = 5 we can always 
tind a factorization such that the conditions (11, (2) alrd (3) are satistied. 
First we consider a string I\’ in X’{trcr, hh)T”. Hen:e, we ca’n write ‘1’ = UCZGI nor 
the other case with st’ = uhtw, which can be treatecl ;imilarlyl for some 14, 17 in 1::“. 
litl not in J’“{nlr, hh}Z*” and I( not in ,C”{na, Oh}, . ., \‘* y’herefore, if it f F, we can write 
II 7 /(‘II \vith [I’ in X”. We have the following citse ar,alysis. In each case the 
tactorization IV, w2w q\t’4tt.3 ol‘ IV is chosen in such a way that the conditions (1) and 
I’, .- are satisfied and such that \\‘J = F. For each of the chosen factorl;.ations of 1%’ 
wt’ will choose a factorization 11’,1~.?1~‘.~1~‘;~1’; of 19’ with IV;= N.:= F. Therefore 
condition r3)!b I is always satlstied. Moreover, for each of the factorizations which 
1~111 hc mcntioncd it can easily be verified. using the property that k : Iv3w4wz = 
I . I$ : II; .t)l. that condition (31(a) is satistied. 
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Case 1: At most three dp’s in uua. For WI we take the longest prefix of w which 
contains three dp’s. Hence, uaa is included in w I; w2 and w3 can be chosen such 
that each contains exactly one dp, hence, w2 # e. Choose w4 = E and let ws be the 
remainder of the string. Since au is included in w1 we have that wlz is in 
E*{uu, bb}E* for any string 2 in E*. %‘herefore all the strings mentioned in (3)(a) 
are in L. 
Case 2 : More than three dp’s in uuu. 
Subcuse 2.1: Two dp’s in au, at most three dp’s in U. For this subcase we use 
the factorization WI = = u’, ~2 = bu, w3 is the longest prefix of au which contains 
one dp, w4 = E and ws is the remainder of the string. Notice that wI : 1= 1 : w3. 
Subcuse 2.2: One dp in au, three dp’s in u. It follows that ZI # F. 
2.2.1. If 1 : u = b then we take w1 = U, wI = au, w3 is the longest prefix of o which 
contains one dp, 1~4 = E and w5 is the remainder of the string. Notice that ufI : 1 = 
1 : W’J* 
2.2.2. If 1 : t’ = a then we take IY~ = II’, ~‘2 = baa, 1~3 is the longest prefix of c 
which contains one dp, WJ = f and 1~~ is the remainder of the string. Notice that 
w 1 : 1 = 1 : \VJ. 
Szrbcase 2.3: More than three dp’s in 14. 
2.3.2. If there are no dp’s in u then we choose w4 = iv5 = E and wj such that it 
includes au and if au has no dp’s also exactly one of the dp’s of u. Substring \ttl! 
is chosen as the shortest string which has the property that it includes at least one 
dp and 1 : ~‘2 f 1 : IYJ. Notice that this is always possible. It follows that ~-i’? has at 
most two dp’s and 1 : w3 = w I : 1. Substring ~7, is the remaining prefix of K*. 
2.3.2. If there are dp’s in U, u 3 is longest prefix of z! which contains one dp. 
I{‘~ = f and ~‘5 is the remainder of the string. We choose IV? such that it includes 
17a, and in the case that aa has no dp’s, a suffix of 14 which contains exactly one 
dp. It is always possible to choose \t’ 2 such that 1 : H-, f 1 : c. Therefore \I*] : 1 = 
1 : IV3. 
It remains to show that also in the case that MJ is in A,, the three conditions are 
satisfied. Let \I’ be in A,. We can write IV = llbubu (or w = uabm, which can be 
treated in a similar way) with IV, = uh, w 7 = a, where this a occurs at a distinguished 
position, and M’ .7 = hi’, where hc is chosen in such a way that it contains exactly one 
dp. Hence, \i’., = IVY = f. Notice that kv, : 1 = 1 : w3. For any IZ*’ in L we use the 
factorization I\.’ = tt’,~v~\+jj. Hence, w,J = 1~6 = F. Since k : w ‘1= k : kc3 (k >O) it fol- 
lowsthatir,:l=l: bt*$ and it immediately f?llous that we can satisfy the conditions 
(l), (2) and (3). 
We may cunclude that 5 satisfies the conditions of the LL-Iteration Theorem. 
Since L is not an l,i,(k 1 language these conditions are not sutficient for 5cing LL 
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